Existence and integral representations
of the transform. We assume in what follows that so is a fixed complex number. From the definition of fk(so) and the consistency of Cesaro summability we can assert the following: Theorem 1. Iffk(so) exists and N is a nonnegative integer, then, as f e-*«HF(u) -fk(s0)I****-1 = o(tk+N).
We now define (1) Hi(t) = i\ J* e-'°»dF(u) -/*(*0)1*^2+', * = 1, 2.
Then, by Theorem 1, if fK(so) exists, In what follows we define an angular region Qw(so) to be the totality of all 5 such that | arg (s -s0) | ^ w, where w is a fixed number satisfying 0^w<7r/2.
Using the facts that \s -s0\ ^R(s-s0)/cos w for every $ in Qw(so) -{s0} and that for every «,->0 there exists, by (2), a Ti such that \Hi(t)\ <€itk-1+i (cos"'14<w)/(h-1+i)\ whenever t>Tf, we can establish the following theorem: Theorem 2. Letfk(s0) exist. Let Qw(so) be any fixed angular region. Then for any €,->0 and nonnegative integer h a Ti exists such that uniformly in Qw(s0) | (s -so)h-l+ie-<->-'°>lHi(t) | < eitk-h whenever t>Titi=l,2.
Theorem 3. Iffk(s0) exists and R(s)>R(s0), then fk(s) exists. Furthermore, Mk(s, t) converges uniformly to fk(s) in every region Qw(so). IfR(s) >R(s0) or if s=So, the following representations offk(s) are valid:
fk(s) = f ~ S°-e-c-o> Jr C e--dF(u) -/*(j0)~| * tk\ dt
The integrals in (5) and (6) are uniformly convergent in every region Qw(so). The integral in (5) is absolutely convergent for R(s)>R(s0).
Proof. Assertions of the theorem for the case s = s0 can be easily verified. We therefore assume s^so-Reflection now reveals that it is immaterial whether we consider s to be such that R(s)>R(s0) or whether we consider it to be such that it lies in some region Qw(so) -{so}-We therefore further assume that 5 is in some region Qw(so) -{so}-By Theorem 6b of Widder2 and (3) we may write, since R(s) > R(s0), f e~'udF(u) = I e-^-">^dG(u).
From this it follows that
or, since the Stieltjes integral with respect to a constant is 0,
After integrating by parts, using a method of Doetsch's3 and referring to (4) we get
By Theorem 2 the first two terms of (7) tend to 0 uniformly in Qw(so) as t-> + oo. Using (8), property (2), Theorem 2, and a method of Doetsch's4 it can be shown that the third and fourth terms of (7) tend uniformly to 0 in Qw(so) as t->+ oo. By Satz 4 of Doetsch5 and (2) the fifth term of (7) tends, as t->+ oo, to the existing integral
which converges uniformly in Qw(so)-Substituting from (1) into (9) we get (5). That the integral in (5) converges absolutely for R(s) >R(s0) follows from (1) and the order relation (2). Assertions about (6) follow from preceding results, (2), and Theorem 2. Proof. By (5) of Theorem 3 and the notation introduced in (1) we may write for 5 in any region Qw(s0), or for any s such that R(s) >R(s0) or s = sa,
But since, by (1) and (2), k~ = k\\ f l e~nHF{-li) ~ -^o)] */l_1} * 1
as t->+ », we can apply Satz 2 of Doetsch,6 Satz 4 of Doetsch,7 (1), and (2) to obtain (12) from (14), where the integral in (12) converges uniformly in Qw(so). The absolute convergence of the integral in (12) for R(s)>R(so) follows from a consideration of (2). The uniform convergence in Qw(s0) of the integral in (13) Then Fi(t) =F2(t) almost everywhere for tg^O.
Proof. Since/* exists, there is a real s0>0 such that for all s where R(s)>s0fk (s) is given by (15). Defining • 
